All applications for aquatic events must be accompanied by a detailed map or chart of the water area where the event is taking place. This must include details such as start / finish lines, staging areas, course route and direction, course markers, landmarks, street names etc. If the event is over a period of days, provide advice for each day.

You may want to add details such as safety vessel numbers and positions, first aid stations and or any other general information that will assist the Department of Transport to assess your event.

Remember, the assessing office will require a clear image of how and where your event is planned to be conducted so that they may determine the suitability of the location and any impact on other aquatic users.

**The waterway map/chart**

An example of what to provide is shown below.

![Waterway Map/Chart Example](image-url)

**[EVENT NAME] – AQUATIC EVENT WATERWAY MAP**

-Provide legend and any other relevant information (Dates / Times etc.)-